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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we report on recent advancements in a�acking satellite-
based positioning systems and on shortcomings of proposed coun-
termeasures. Applications based on satellite positioning and navi-
gation systems make use of a deployed infrastructure that is chal-
lenging to protect and secure against a�acks. Many of the proposed
protection mechanisms and solutions in the wild are based on and
analyzed with respect to single-antenna a�acker models that should
in the meantime be considered outdated as they are no longer appro-
priate. Due to a signi�cant drop in complexity and cost to perform
multi-device a�acks on these systems, the a�acker models need
to be adjusted to comprise more powerful adversaries that have
recently become a reality. By demonstrating the implementation
of a simple yet e�ective multi-antenna setup, we outline possible
a�acks against systems that are otherwise considered secure.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Localization systems based on multiple reference points such as
satellites allow the positioning of entities by determining the in-
dividual distances to those references. However, distance-based
localization systems are challenging to protect and are usually
prone to spoo�ng a�acks, e. g., fake GPS signals can be speci�-
cally generated to confuse the localization procedure of a targeted
receiver to inject false position or time information.
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When the �rst a�ordable GPS spoo�ng systems became avail-
able, the research community began proposing countermeasures
against spoo�ng a�acks. �ese solutions were designed to de-
fend against a�ackers that use one spoo�ng system to generate
a mixture of false signals transmi�ed over a single antenna. Pro-
posed countermeasures against these a�ackers were mainly based
on signal characteristics that could not be correctly emulated by
single-antenna systems such as geometric features [17, 23–25], sig-
nal correlations [3, 8, 12], relative carrier phases [4, 13, 16], angle
of arrival [28], Doppler e�ects [21], or signal arrival times [20].

Part of these works assume that an a�acker can only utilize
single-antenna spoo�ng systems and that using multiple devices
is deemed too complex or too expensive. Concerning technical
advancements and signi�cant cost reductions to deploy several
spoo�ng devices simultaneously, these assumptions need to be
considered outdated. However, today’s security solutions are still
based on the single-antenna a�acker model and neglect the fact
that the multi-device a�acker has become a reality. As a result,
systems with this outdated a�acker model need to be considered
potentially insecure.

For instance, a multi-device a�acker can successfully a�ack sys-
tems that use a distributed sensor infrastructure such as two propos-
als to secure air tra�c from Schäfer et al. [20, 21]. While the former
system is based on unspoofable time o�sets [20], the la�er builds on
the integrity of the Doppler Frequency [21]. Nevertheless, a multi-
device a�acker can adjust both properties at di�erent locations
accordingly to, e. g., inject fake aircra� remaining undetectable by
the respective system. Furthermore, anti-spoo�ng systems based
on signal characteristics such as the angle of arrival [12] or spatial
correlation [3] can be circumvented by deploying multiple antennas
sending from di�erent directions. Such systems could also emulate
realistic multipath propagation.

2 ATTACK ADVANCEMENTS
�e GPS spoo�ng threat was �rst brought to a wider a�ention
of the public by the Volpe report [1] in 2001. �e report states
that malicious parties could be able to deploy a�acks against sys-
tems relying on GPS with respect to the system’s inherent lack of
con�dentiality and authentication. �e spoo�ng threat became a
reality in 2008 when Humphreys et al. [9] presented a self-built
portable GPS spoofer to generate fake satellite signals with which
they demonstrated the vulnerability of GPS-dependent systems.

In the meantime, GPS satellite simulators—mainly designed for
developing and testing purposes—dropped signi�cantly in cost from
approx. $100,000 [12] to a few thousand dollars. However, these
devices can also be turned into spoo�ng systems, limited only by
the accompanying so�ware tools. Eventually, at DEFCON 2015,
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Figure 1: A simple experimental multi-antenna attacker
setup consisting of four USRPs synchronized and operated
by gnuradio targeting a victim’s GPS receiver.

a so�ware-de�ned radio GPS spoofer was presented [15] that is
fully customizable and only requires o�-the-shelf USRPs such as
a HackRF [7], which lowers the costs for a single spoo�ng system
to approx. $400. Several systems of this type can be utilized to
transmit di�erent signals realizing a multi-antenna a�acker.

As a result, we conclude that, during the last decade, the cost
and complexity to build a GPS spoo�ng system lowered signi�-
cantly. While the threat of facing a multi-antenna a�acker could
be considered minimal ten years ago, nowadays we need to factor
the deployment of such an a�acker into our a�acker models as it
has become feasible, thus changing our security assumptions.

3 IMPLEMENTATION OF A MULTI-ANTENNA
ATTACKER

To illustrate the advancement in a�acker capabilities, we deploy
a simple yet e�ective setup to generate multiple spoo�ng signals
(Fig. 1). Each spoo�ng signal constitutes a di�erent satellite signal,
all of which are then recombined at the targeted receiver who uses
them to compute the corresponding position solution. Note that
this is di�erent from the standard a�acker setup, where a mix of
satellite signals is emi�ed from the same source [3, 4, 9, 11–13, 16–
19, 26, 28]. �e implementation of a multi-antenna a�acker allows
us to be more �exible and to a�ack systems that assume that the
a�acker cannot leverage these many degrees of freedom.

In particular, we deploy a setup of four USRPs N210 from E�us
Research [6], each transmi�ing a di�erent satellite signal. �ese
signals are generated by the so�ware tool gps-sdr-sim [15] for four
random satellites that were visible at the position and time to be
spoofed. All USRPs are connected via a network switch and a stan-
dard laptop running gnuradio. A gnuradio block was designed that
synchronously provides the USRPs with the necessary precomputed
data samples. �e USRPs are coupled with standard o�-the-shelf
passive GPS antennas. �e targeted GPS receiver is another USRP
N210 device connected to a second laptop running gnss-sdr [5] to
analyze the capability of our multi-antenna a�acker.

We performed this experiment in an indoor environment shielded
from the outside to minimize potential signal leakages to the outside.
With this simple test environment, we gathered the following three
insights. (i) We were able to spoof the receiver with four spoo�ng
devices each emi�ing a di�erent satellite signal. By placing the

spoofers equidistant to the receiver and a time synchronization via
gnuradio, we achieved a stable position lock on the spoofed signals.
(ii) �e targeted receiver acquired a lock on the spoofed signals
a�er 50 s, which is in the range of a normal warm start. (iii) �e
achieved position accuracy was within an error of 20 km.

Notably, the time synchronization between the spoo�ng signals
is a crucial requirement for a stable lock and for yielding the de-
sired position. For instance, a time o�set of 1 ms causes an o�set
in the pseudorange of approx. 300 km. �is can lead to unstable
calculations and high position errors. Considering the high depen-
dency on the time synchronization, we were able to preliminarily
achieve a good accuracy that was also reproducible. Moreover, all
results have been gathered in a non-laboratory environment, and
we plan to signi�cantly increase the accuracy in future experiments
by implementing an external time pulse reference [2].

As a result, we were able to successfully spoof the targeted
receiver with a setup that uses four antennas that each emit a
di�erent satellite signal. �is setup allows us to dynamically adjust
single satellite signals separately from each other. Hence, we obtain
the complete freedom of how to manipulate the target, i. e., we
can change individual pseudoranges, signal amplitudes, Doppler
frequencies, angle of arrivals, or time delays in order to trigger
a desired behavior. �is can either be achieved by adjusting the
transmi�ed signals or by changing the geometric setup. �is allows
a�acking systems that are based on the assumption that signals are
transmi�ed as a mixture and cannot be changed individually.

It is noteworthy that the costs of the deployed a�acking setup
are moderate and can be further decreased by using cheaper SDRs
such as a HackRF One [7], which is expected to perform equally
good. �e required knowledge can also be considered low as most
so�ware is freely available online and the gnuradio block can be
generated by automated tools. �is setup implements a fully cus-
tomizable multi-antenna a�acker that can be used to target present
secure localization systems.

4 RELATEDWORK AND MULTI-ANTENNA
ATTACKER IMPACT

While there is a multitude of related work on how to protect local-
ization systems, the assumptions made on the a�acker model di�er
signi�cantly. For instance, several countermeasure proposals only
consider a single-antenna a�acker and state that a multi-antenna
a�acker is too complex, too costly, or too impractical [3, 4, 8–
10, 12, 13, 16–18, 23–25]. �e presented solutions are shown to
be secure against the single-antenna a�acker model, but consider-
ing a more realistic a�acker, they need to be re-evaluated. Table 1
contains an overview of related work on localization systems that
consider the multi-antenna a�ack model and the resistance of the
proposed solutions to multi-antenna a�acks.

Moreover, countermeasure solutions assuming the outdated
single-antenna a�acker model [3, 4, 8, 10, 12, 13, 16, 20, 21, 28]
can be deemed vulnerable against a stronger a�acker. In particu-
lar, we need to consider those works as potentially insecure and
to fall victim to more sophisticated a�ackers. As a special case,
solutions based on multiple receivers monitoring the satellite pseu-
doranges [17, 18, 23–25] can be shown to be secure using four or
more receivers according to Tippenhauer et al. [26].
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Table 1: Related work on wireless localization security and
related �elds that consider amulti-antenna (MA) attacker as
a potential threat.

Ref. Year MA A�acker Potentially A�ack
Too Complex Vulnerable Resistant

[9] 2008 3 —1 —1

[13] 2009 3 3 7

[12] 2010 3 3 7

[4] 2010 3 3 7

[26] 2011 7 —1 32

[3] 2012 3 3 7

[28] 2012 7 3 7

[10] 2012 3 3 7

[16] 2013 3 3 7

[23–25] 2013/14 3 33 34

[8] 2014 3 3 7

[27] 2014 7 7 3

[17, 18] 2015 3 33 34

[22] 2015 7 —1 —1

[20, 21] 2015/16 7 3 7

[14] 2016 7 —1 —1

[19] 2016 7 75 35

[11] 2016 7 7 3
1focus on a�acks rather than countermeasures

2and provide a proof for the security of four and more receivers
3with three or less receivers
4with four or more receivers

5secure according to the authors, but we argue that using more antennas as available
channels in the receiver can also circumvent this countermeasure

As a consequence, countermeasures that were already designed
with an extended a�acker model in mind exhibit be�er security
against the multi-antenna a�acker [11, 19, 27]. However, while
Ranganathan et al. [19] state that their system is secure against
any currently known a�acker, the countermeasure makes use of
a limited number of channels. Raising the number of a�acking
devices above the number of channels, the countermeasure could
potentially be circumvented.

Recently, the �rst works that speci�cally put the focus on a multi-
device a�acker model were published. �ese publications do not
necessarily analyze localization systems but evaluate the capabili-
ties of multi-device a�ackers on, e. g., sensor systems or physical-
layer key exchange. For instance, Moser et al. [14] presented in-
sights on how to a�ack an air tra�c control sensor system by
using a multi-device a�acker. Furthermore, Steinmetzer et al. [22]
outlined an a�ack using a multi-antenna setup to eavesdrop on a
physical-layer key exchange. �is a�acker can successfully recon-
struct the secret key, which was deemed impossible considering the
outdated single-antenna a�acker. We want to highlight that these
publications are an exception to the standard security models.

Table 2 shows related work—not limited to localization systems—
that already consider multi-device a�ackers and present either
theoretical, simulation, or experimental results. As a summary,
only a few works exist that analyze stronger a�acker models and
the minority actually performed simulations or experiments.

Table 2: Selected publications that already provide results
with respect to a multi-antenna adversary model.

Domain Ref. �eory Simulation Experiment

Localization

[9] 3 7 7

[11] 3 7 7

[19] 3 7 7

[26] 3 7 7

Power Grids [27] 3 7 7

Physical Layer [22] 3 3 3Key Establishment
Air Tra�c Control [14] 3 3 3

5 CONCLUSION AND DESIRED DIRECTIONS
We conclude that the majority of security solutions for satellite-
based localization systems are based on an outdated single-antenna
a�acker model. Our simple yet e�ective multi-antenna setup demon-
strates that today adversaries have access to a�ordable and mod-
erately complex tools to deploy multiple-device spoo�ng systems.
�ese systems can be used to a�ack localization systems that were
considered secure in the single-antenna adversary model. Even
more critical, the systems are falsely shown to be secure without
factoring in that stronger a�ackers already became a reality and
may completely break the security.

Taking these insights into consideration, we advocate a be�er
understanding of present a�acker models, i. e., the multi-antenna
a�acker. In general, proposals for countermeasures should be based
on the most recent advancements in a�acker capabilities and should
faster react on future progressions of available tools. We want to
highlight again that the multi-device a�acker—o�en deemed as too
complex—needs to be considered as a feasible a�ack vector and
countermeasures need to be developed accordingly.

For the future, we demand designs and security solutions that
are resistant against the multi-antenna a�acker to guarantee their
integrity. First works already considered stronger adversary models,
however, this is still an exception. Following their approach, this
gives a good direction for future work that needs protection even
against strong but realistic a�ackers.
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